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Diocesan Biblical Literacy
Task Force Begins Work
Watching and hearing the Bible possible through
work of Emmanuel, North Side, parishioner

S

cott Jessel has spent the last ten years in a
small dark room, painstakingly working through
a single book, line by line, again and again. He
is copying those lines, some 80,000 of them, from
one medium to another, preserving an ancient text
for future generations.
A decade into his work, the book Jessel spends nearly every day with still fascinates. “The amazing thing
for me is that it is continually new… it’s changed my
life. It’s saved my life,” he said.
If it wasn’t for the glow of computer monitors and the
electronic chirps of audio recording equipment it
would be hard to know if Jessel was copying texts in
a medieval library among sheaves of parchment and
pots of ink or working in his office in Ambridge.
Jessel works for Watchword Ministries. He is taking
every word of the New Testament and synching it with
narration, images and music to create a video Bible
that can be watched on tv, the internet, and soon
enough, personal video players such as an iPod.
During the season of Lent, Bishop Duncan invited the
entire diocese to use the work that Jessel and many
others have done as the basis for a program of daily
scripture reading.
That program, which kicked off March 5, is just one
aspect of the work of the new Biblical Literacy Task
Force. The task force, which began meeting together
in February, coalesced in response to Bishop Robert
Duncan’s column in the December-January issue of
TRINITY magazine. In that column, Bishop Duncan
wrote, “I want, as your bishop, to challenge every
member of the diocese – every man and woman;
boy and girl – to begin to memorize verses and passages of Scripture.” Bishop Duncan also used the
column to announce his intention that the diocese
hold a yearly “godly competition” at which the memorization of scripture would be tested and rewarded.
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People across the diocese responded positively to
Bishop Duncan’s call for greater Biblical literacy and
offered to help. Among them was Jim Fitzgerald, the
Emmanuel North Side Parishioner who founded the
Watchword Bible project in 1990.
Fitzgerald, who has toiled for years with Jessel and
many others to make the Bible accessible to a generation oriented toward television and audio instead of
reading, was thrilled by Bishop Duncan’s focus on
helping Pittsburgh Episcopalians once again know
what the Bible says.
Christian revivals, periods when the church and individual Christians re-embrace their faith and repent of their
failings are always linked to a rediscovery of the Bible,
said Fitzgerald. Knowing the Bible is also absolutely
necessary if Christians are to fulfill Jesus’ call to make
new Christians and to teach them everything Jesus
commanded his disciples (Matthew 28:19).
According to Fitzgerald, the task force is just beginning its work, but already realizes that they need to
focus on more than just teaching young people to
read Scripture. Biblical literacy is dropping among all
ages. As things are, “adults don’t know the Bible and
children don’t know the Scriptures,” he said.
“I was very, very pleased that my TRINITY column led
so many to take a personal interest in helping
Pittsburgh Anglicans begin again to read and know
the Bible. I will be personally supporting the work of
the Biblical Literacy Task Force and hope that many
join me in making a point to open our Bibles more
often and with the clear intent to hear what God is
saying to us in the coming year,” said Bishop Duncan.
Task force members are Joycelyn Banks, Fred Carlson,
Fitzgerald, Linda Banks Grissom, Gladys Hunt-Mason,
Gail Macdonald, Theresa Newell and Carol
Schmidtetter. ■

Narration, video and Biblical text is
skillfully combined to produce the
Watchword Bible in its final form.

Watch the Bible every day.
When Jim Fitzgerald and his wife, Betty, gave up their jobs at a television station to focus on creating a
visual Bible, they thought it might be a one year project. That was 17 years ago, and while their ministry
has produced a complete New Testament and sold more than $7 million worth of DVDs, there is no end
in sight for the project as a whole.
With the consistent goal of making the Bible accessible to what is now several generations of people who
struggle to engage with the printed word but find watching and listening a natural way to take in information, Watchword’s latest project has been putting their work on the internet and creating a “reading” plan
that allows individuals to work their way through the entire New Testament by spending an average of six
minutes each day watching and listening to a passage.
To try out this innovative way to make the Bible part of your daily life, point your web browser to
www.thebiblechannel.com. Click on the “FREE Register Now” and follow the instructions to gain access.
Simply log in once each weekday and watch the automated daily passage.
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